Surveillance Appliances
Reliable. Cybersecure. Network-Optimized. Intelligent Video Surveillance Solutions & Appliances
Razberi’s intelligent video surveillance solutions provide all of the rightsized pieces for a network-optimized video surveillance system including
datacenter, edge and rugged environments. Razberi automates and leverages AI-based cybersecurity protection from the datacenter to the edge for
cameras and IoT devices. Security leaders can proactively monitor the health of the surveillance network, get real-time cyber threat notifications, and
access analytics with standards-based integration. As always, Razberi is open to work with world-class VMS solutions and megapixel IP cameras.

CYBERSECURITY
Razberi CameraDefense™
Award-winning, automated camera hardening to protect surveillance and other networked devices
from cybersecurity threats. Proactively manage and deploy best practices on hundreds or thousands
of cameras and IoT devices in minutes.
• Block unauthorized IoT devices by binding cameras and other IoT security devices to the network
preventing unauthorized devices from using Ethernet ports.
• Automatically restrict camera access to whitelisted IP addresses, blocks camera traffic to the public
Internet, flags weak passwords.
• Denies un-needed and potentially dangerous camera services with a next-generation firewall.

MONITORING
Razberi Monitor™

ANALYTICS
Razberi Analytics™
Video analytics integration certified to work with leading AI solutions. For applications such as critical infrastructure protection, real-time video
surveillance data can be used for performance beyond our human capabilities such as accurate object detection, continuous wide-area situational
analysis, PTZ tracking and more.

Razberi INTELLIGENT SURVEILLANCE PLATFORM
No matter the size of the enterprise or organization, Razberi can right-size the solution,
deliver network-optimized architecture without compromising video quality, and automated
cybersecurity protections. Our solutions include:

Razberi Core™
Server-class appliances that are cybersecurity-hardened and purpose-built to centrally record
and manage a heavy video surveillance workload. High performance, redundant, high capacity
storage and analytics.

PHYSI C AL SECURI T Y

Because mission-critical surveillance is predicated on high availability; monitoring is critical to
security leaders. Razberi provides remote and local tools to securely monitor the health and
cybersecurity of the video surveillance system. It supports standards-based interfaces for real-time
notifications. Available in LAN and cloud-based solutions.

Razberi Edge: ServerSwitchIQ™
Razberi’s flagship edge appliances that far outshine a standard NVR. Powerful, cybersecurityhardened appliances built to record and manage video at the network edge. Automatically secures network connections with cameras and other IoT devices.
Reduces network resources to preserve high quality video.

Razberi Rugged™
Environmentally tough and cybersecurity-hardened network appliances built to record and manage video at the network edge in dusty, temperature
challenged conditions. Automatically secures network connections with cameras and other IoT devices. Reduces network resources to preserve high
quality video and ready for standard enclosures.

Razberi EndpointDefender™
Intelligent network appliances that automatically secure network connections to cybersecurity-harden cameras and IoT devices. Effective and
responsible scalability. Offers interoperability with legacy servers and NVRs.

Razberi - Easy to Buy. Simple to Support. World-Class Partners.
Razberi Shield™
Providing smart financing options to buy video surveillance solutions. Learn more: Razberi.net/Shield.

Razberi OnSite™ Support
To support mission-critical security, our on-site support offering can expedite equipment and technical support to reduce downtime. Available in
contiguous U.S.

Razberi World-Class VMS Partners
We’re proud to offer an innovative, open solution that works with world-class camera manufacturers, technology partners and VMS providers.
Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Jenne, Inc. cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to
omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
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